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1.

INTRODUCTION

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have evolved from simple
file sharing to advanced distributed paradigms. In recent
manifestations, P2P spans social applications and collaborative
activities. Nowadays, the P2P horizon extends to mobile data
management [1], heterogeneous resource sharing [2, 3] and
mobile service provisioning [4]. P2P systems aim to utilize selforganizing protocols, capable of maintaining a consistent state
despite dynamic changes in network topology and number of
peers. Generally, P2P systems share common characteristics
such as distributed architecture, collaborative communication,
aggregate shared pool of resources/services and decentralized
control over shared resources [5].
The choice of the underlying network architecture has
a great impact on overall system performance. Super-peer

(SP) networks take advantage of centralized schemes, while
benefiting from the robustness of distributed architectures [6]. In
SP overlay infrastructures, the network topology is constructed
in two layers. One layer contains SPs (or super nodes) that have
relatively higher capability and assume special responsibilities.
The second layer contains all other peers (called ordinary
peers). SPs handle the communications inside their respective
groups as well as exchange information with other SPs.
Query resolving (resource discovery) in a SP architecture
is much faster than any other P2P topology. However, SP
selection is challenging due to the many factors that govern
the selection decision which have direct impact on the SP
performance. Mobile environments pose additional challenges
to SP selection due to the constantly changing topology and the
various constraints stemming from either the limited capability
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Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems present a unique medium for resource sharing among cliques of
participants (peers) in a distributed and self-organized manner. With the advent of mobile users and
the increasing power of mobile devices, the spectrum of P2P capabilities should scale. Peers establish
transient or persistent relationships with other peers based on mutual interest. Communicating
peers may use intermediary peers to forward communication messages, if a direct link is beyond
their communication range. A critical design parameter is establishing a resilient communication
topology, yet reduce the overhead of control messages required to instill and maintain it. This rises as
a significant hindrance in mobile environments, which pose additional challenges on P2P networks
due to the heterogeneity of nodes, limited resources, dynamic contexts in addition to the inherited
wireless network stringencies. Thus far, efforts in establishing P2P networks via super peers (SPs)
have been capped by considering a subset of peer properties to evaluate their candidacy. This paper
presents RobP2P, a robust architecture to construct mobile P2P networks and efficiently maintain
network state. RobP2P introduces a SP selection protocol based on a dynamic score function that takes
into account peers’ capabilities and context, such as location and quality of connectivity. The paper
also presents an agile utility function through which SPs can delegate monitoring responsibilities
to comparably powerful and stable peers to ensure self-healing topology maintenance. We present
an elaborate performance evaluation of RobP2P implemented on Network Simulator NS-3. Our
results illustrate the efficiency of RobP2P, its resilience to failures, and the improvements in lowering
overhead traffic while reliably maintaining the consistency of network state.
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carried over NS-3. Section 6 concludes the paper and draws
future directions.

2.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Recent P2P architectures adopt models where resources are
shared in a collaborative manner. Peers that request or offer
access to resources may join, leave and participate in an
ad hoc fashion. Peers discover each other based on mutual
interests, such as shared location or contents. A P2P overlay
network is constructed between interested peers with or
without an underlaying communication infrastructure. The
vast majority of P2P systems/applications are built on top
of existing communication infrastructures [7–9, 19]. In such
cases, P2P topology construction algorithms connect peers
with each other through the underlying network infrastructure,
which allows peers to utilize the existing communication
channels to exchange messages with one another. In mobile
environments, P2P systems can function with no infrastructure
support. TerraNet [20] is currently testing a new P2P-based
technology that will allow mobile phones to connect with one
another without the need of cell towers and base stations.
This feature makes P2P technology a suitable candidate
in disaster recovery scenarios and emergency management
procedures.
P2P system architectures are classified, based on the way
P2P systems locate resources in the network, into two
categories [21]: structured and unstructured. The topology
of structured P2P systems is tightly coupled to the location
of the shared resources (including peers themselves) in the
network. In such architectures, the mapping between resources
and their respective locations is carried out using distributed
hash tables techniques. Unstructured P2P architectures [7, 8]
assumes no relation between overlay network and shared
resources. In addition, all nodes have equal responsibilities
regardless of their location or context. The unstructured scheme
typically generates high traffic due to broadcasting resource
advertisements and requests. Nodes may be required to maintain
a copy or a reference to all advertised resources in the networks
and run a local query processing engine to determine whether to
answer a request or forward it to all immediate neighbors [22].
These requirements render unstructured architectures inefficient
in resource-constrained environments, despite their flexibility,
fault-tolerance and easy-to-maintain features. Therefore, the
SP architecture were introduced to overcome the shortcomings
of unstructured networks. SP architectures dominate the
infrastructure of P2P systems [21].
Since the introduction of the SP P2P network architecture,
many research efforts contributed different variations of
SP selection algorithms and overlay topology maintenance
schemes. Chawathe et al. [23] introduce several modifications
to the original design of Gnutella [7] in order to accommodate
for node heterogeneity and efficiently handle the load when
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of mobile nodes or the intrinsic characteristics of wireless
networks.
Much of the research which has investigated the challenge
of SP selection and contributed with many algorithms and
techniques were designed either for static networks [7–
10] or to address a specific constraint of dynamic mobile
environments [11–13]. Most of these approaches either suffer
from high failure rates due to sparse considerations of the
dynamic mobile environment constrains, or trade-off reliability
for cost of maintaining the overlay topology and incur longer
query latency. The core goal of this work is investigating and
quantifying the impact of inclusive profiling for SP selection.
That is, adopting techniques for profile fusion that incorporate
a multitude of measures representing the fitness of any given
peer in assuming the role of a SP.
The fundamental problem of constructing a resilient topology
in P2P architectures extends to other domains that feature selforganizing and self-healing properties. For example, sensor
networks utilize the concept of rendezvous points (clusterheads) to collect aggregate data from less powerful sensors,
whether these rendezvous points are static [14] or mobile [15].
In ad hoc wireless networks, some powerful intermediary
nodes are selected, using connected dominating sets, to serve
as a virtual backbone that can form communication bridges
between nodes that are out of communication range from
each other [16, 17]. Therefore, the need for an efficient P2P
architecture extends to several other domains beyond P2P
systems.
This paper proposes RobP2P, a robust mobile P2P SP
architecture with a 3-fold vision: (1) Adopting a granular
mechanism for profile fusion that implicitly ranks peers in
fitness to assume SP roles; (2) laying the foundation for
efficient and scalable P2P overlay networks; (3) developing
a reliable P2P infrastructure that enables efficient resource
sharing and service provisioning in mobile environments with
no infrastructure support. RobP2P presents a novel SP selection
mechanism that improves the stability of SP P2P architectures.
It also introduces a reliability improvement scheme that reduces
the network maintenance overhead, while improving the overall
network reliability and stability. In addition, it reduces the
overdue burden on resource-constrained nodes by distributing
loads evenly across the network.
This paper extends our previous work [18]. In this paper,
we provide in-depth development of our SP selection protocol,
enhanced role changing scheme and detailed algorithms for failsafe SP election. We present a fail-safe join scheme that enables
the SP to carry out its tasks, and delegate a designated set of
nodes to check on its survivability in case of an unexpected
failure. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives a brief background and outlines related work.
Section 3 provides an abstract description of RobP2P. The
RobP2P architecture, SP selection criteria, selection algorithm
and role changing scheme are presented in Section 4. Section 5
presents and discusses the findings and simulation results

A P2P Architecture for Mobile Environments

capacity indicator that includes computational resources,
network bandwidth and lifespan. However, they overlook
important constraints such as energy level and network
connectivity.
Ultimately, overlooking the impact of these factors on SP
selection and performance are often to the detriment of the
network. Not only does it limit the performance of the SP
and the network in general, but also results in significant
instability in the topology. In this work, we emphasize the
fusion of profile information for nodes contenting to become
SPs, aggregating their resourcefulness measures in light of their
context. In RobP2P, we emphasize the inevitable trade-offs
between aggregating more parameters in the efficient selection
of SPs, and the resulting overhead in control message exchange.
In Section 4, we highlight the trade-offs and importance of
incorporating these factors, and the design parameters adopted
to overcome the control overhead.
At its core, RobP2P offers a dynamic SP selection protocol
that determines the rank of competing candidates based on an
aggregate profile score utility. This profile score integrates many
factors, including the node’s current mobility, immediate energy
level, network capability, mean uptime and connectivity degree.
Network capability aims to assign a higher priority to nodes with
higher bandwidth availability and multiple network interfaces.
Whereas the connectivity degree aims to balance the node load
(number of served peers) with its computational capacity and
uniformly distribute the peer load across the network topology.

FIGURE 1. An abstract overview of RobP2P.
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high aggregate-query rates occur. Mahdy et al. [12] studied the
performance of two SP selection approaches: Control Loop and
Event Triggered. The authors claim that a hybrid SP selection
approach that switches back and forth between control loop
and event triggered based on predetermined threshold values
outperforms both individual approaches. Min et al. [24] address
the problem of selecting a SP to join from multiple that are in
the range of new joining peer. Their strategy selects the SP that
would offer a lower query latency rather than network distance
proximity. The SP capacity is measured based on average CPU
utilization and accessibility to contents that the joining peer is
interest in.
Other studies address the inherent constraints of mobile
environments, such as limited resources and mobility, in
selecting SPs. For example, Kim et al. [13] propose a doublelayered P2P system, in which SPs are selected based on
their mobility pattern in order to enhance the system stability
and reliability. Kim et al. [11] qualify SPs based on the
integration of mobility and available energy. Merz et al. [25]
propose a SP topology construction and maintenance scheme
based on network coordinates. These approaches consider
partial factors and leave out parameters that might have
significant impact on the performance of SPs, such as available
computational resources. Liu et al. [26] present a SP selection
algorithm (SPS), in which peers periodically build their set
of SP candidates through gossip communications [27] with
neighbors. SP candidacy is determined based on an aggregate
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3. ROBP2P SYSTEM-LEVEL OVERVIEW
'

$

RobP2P at A Glance:
• Efficient SP selection protocol.
• Profile fusion for resilient selection (leader
fitness).
• Robust join/leave procedure.
• Novel Role Changing Scheme.
&

%

4.

ROBP2P ARCHITECTURE

The P2P network is divided into multiple regions. Each region
represents a location-based group that contains peers that are
physically located with the region boundaries. Algorithm 1
shows the group initialization procedure. Each group selects
a SP that represents the group head, while the rest of the

4.1.

Join/leave

To join a P2P network in RobP2P, new coming peers broadcast
a join request. This request serves several objectives: (1) builds
the peer’s neighboring table, (2) discovers super nodes, if any
exists, (3) initiates a group if no response is received. The
response message contains the group ID, peer ID and peer role
(i.e. SP or ordinary peer). Figure 2 illustrates the join process
and Algorithm 3 shows the join procedure.
The newly joining peer calculates its profile score based on
the network score function and compares it with the profile of the
current SP. If the profile of the new peer outperforms the profile
of the SP, the new peer takes over the SP responsibility. Then,
the current SP downgrades itself and sends an update message
to the group declaring the new SP. This message updates the
role of the current SP and provides the ID of the new SP.
Figure 2 illustrates the join process and Algorithm 3 shows the
join procedure.
Owing to the dynamicity of mobile P2P networks and the ever
changing context of mobile nodes, SPs may leave gracefully or
fail arbitrarily. SP re-selection starts when the network detects
SP failure or the SP itself expects a service disruption or a
significant reduction of its connectivity degree (the number
connected ordinary peers) due to mobility. In addition, dynamic
context changes may result in changing the peers capability,
and hence their profile score. Ordinary peers may become more
capable to assume SP responsibilities, or SPs might encounter
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Building a robust P2P overlay network enables efficient
resource sharing in pervasive environments. The design goals
of RobP2P are 3-fold: (1) developing a robust and efficient SP
selection protocol that aggregates fitness measures; (2) reducing the overhead traffic of network topology maintenance; (3)
increasing the reliability and stability of the network infrastructure through enabling peers to flexibly change their role.
Figure 1 shows an abstract overview of RobP2P. We assume
that peers span a wide range of mobile device form factors
and (potentially) wireless sensors with different features and a
variety of hardware and software stacks. Some of these peers are
high-end mobile devices such as laptops, tablets, smart-phones,
and vehicles equipped with processing power and network
connectivity. Other peers have limited processing power, battery
life, storage and network capabilities, such as featured phones,
low-end wireless sensors, cameras, etc. We assume that peers
form P2P groups based on location proximity, within a few hops
from one another, regardless of their interests and resources they
may share. Peers are on the move and their context changes
dynamically.
The P2P overlay network is capable of maintaining a
dynamic and consistent state of established topology. RobP2P
is structured in two virtual layers, one layer contains SPs
and the other layer contains ordinary peers. SPs are relatively
more resourceful and highly connected to other peers. The
selection of SPs is based on their current profile, as detailed
in Section 4.2. Ordinary peers communicate with the rest of
the network through their designated SP. Peers cooperate to
relay messages between communication peers regardless of
their group affiliation. Peers also may frequently join and
leave the network. Both SPs and ordinary peers assume that
communication routes are unidirectional and may not perform
equally in bidirectional mode.

peers become ordinary peers. All peers calculate their profile
score using the score function in Equation (1) and participate
to the SP selection following Algorithm 2. Once SPs are
selected, all advertisements and queries within groups are sent
to respective SPs. SPs collect and index the group information,
including active peers, advertised resources and offered services
in order to manage the group communications and resolve
queries addressed to the group. The SP is also responsible
of maintaining the group state, including selecting new SPs,
in case its context changes or moves away of the group’s
centroid (i.e. where the majority of the group peers can be
reached). Ordinary peers generate three type of messages:
hello, advertise and query. Each of these messages contains
the peer ID (source), SP ID (destination), message type and
a payload. The hello message maintains the peer existence in
the network and is sent at specific time intervals (TTLs). The
hello message has an empty payload. Peers send the advertise
and query messages whenever they announce or request access
to a resource, respectively. Their payload contains information
about the offered or requested resource. They also reset the TTL
counter of the sender peer. Each advertisement is renewed every
TTL in order to keep the associated resource valid. Otherwise,
the advertisement is removed from the SP index. Each group
maintains its state individually and independently of other
groups. SPs coordinate between each other to communicate
their indexed information.

A P2P Architecture for Mobile Environments
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FIGURE 2. Join process.

end
while setup_duration&&msg_rcvd(nj .I D) do
Add_neighbor(nj .I D)
nj .N C ← nj .N C + 1

Algorithm 3 Join(Gi ).
Input: nnew : new node joining Gi ,
MAX_BW
Output: null
nnew .prof ile ← compute_prof ile
Broadcast(nnew .I D, “j oin”, nnew .prof ile)
while wait_duration do
if msg_rcvd(nj .prof ile) > nnew .prof ile then
Li ← nnew
break //i.e. end search
end
end
best_prof ile ← nnew .prof ile
Broadcast(Li , best_prof ile)

end
choose_leader(Gi )

Algorithm 2 choose_leader (Gi ).
Input: Ni : Set of nodes in Gi ,
MAX_BW // maximal BW in Gi over all heterogeneous
devices
Output: Li : Supper − peer of Gi
nj .prof ile ← compute_prof ile // profile score (1)
Li ← nj
best_prof ile ← 0
while selection_duration&&msg_rcvd(nj .prof ile) do
if nj .prof ile > best_prof ile then
Li ← nj
best_prof ile ← nj .prof ile
end
end

performance depredation. Therefore, in addition to recovering
the mobile P2P network state from SP failure/disruption, we
introduce the Role Changing Scheme, aiming at enhancing the
overall system reliability.

Algorithm 4 Rcv_join_REQ(nnew ).
Input: nnew : new node joining Gi
Output: msg_response
if msg_rcvd(“join” then
Unicast(nnew , “leader”, Li )
end

Algorithm 5 Leave(Gi ).
Input: Li : current SP of Gi
Output: Li : new SP of Gi
Broadcast(“choose_leader”)
Li ← Choose_Leader(Gi )

4.2.

SP selection

The efficiency of a P2P network is highly dependent on the
performance of its SPs and their communication. Selecting SPs
in P2P systems is always challenging. A SP must be capable
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Algorithm 1 Initialize group (Gi ).
Input: Ni : Set of nodes in Gi
Output: null
for j ← 1 to |Ni | do
Broadcast(nj .I D)
nj .N C ← 0
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to improve the overall performance of P2P networks, otherwise
it might become a bottleneck. The goal of our SP selection
protocol is to satisfy the following criteria:

4.3.

4.4.

Role changing scheme

The role changing scheme aims to accommodate the dynamic
context change of mobile P2P networks, while maintaining
the system reliability. A peer initiates the procedure to
call for changing its current role, either promoting or
demoting itself according to its current situation. SPs invoke
the procedure shown in Algorithm 5 when they detect
degradation in their performance with more than 10% of
their original calculated profile. This enables peers with more
capability to assume SP responsibilities. An ordinary peer
may also initiate the procedure if it experiences a significant
improvement in its capability (such as battery life, bandwidth
or connectivity degree). This improvement in capability must
exceed the last reported profile value by the current SP. These
threshold values are chosen to maintain the network stability
and avoid undue overhead that might occur due to false
calls.

SP profile score

To measure whether a peer nj is a candidate to assume SP
responsibilities in a group Gi , we define the peer profile using
the score function in Equation (1). In this equation, b is the
current battery power level on nj , Emax denotes the maximum
energy level that any peer belongs to Gi might have, m is the
current mobility pattern of nj , Mmax is the maximum mobility
nj can reach, BW is the current available bandwidth of nj ,
BWmax represents the maximum bandwidth across Gi , ut is the
normalized mean uptime of nj , which denotes how stable the
peer is, NC represents the network connectivity, i.e. how many
peers in Gi can reach nj , w1 − w5 are weights that represent the

factor importance, where 5k=1 wk = 1. In this score function,
we reverse the peer mobility, since peers with low mobility
pattern are of higher preferences. The peer profile ranges from
0 to 1. The higher the profile value, the higher the possibility a
peer could be selected as a SP. Each peer in Gi calculates and
shares its profile with other peers. The peer with the highest
profile declares itself the SP serving Gi . RobP2P assumes that
all peers are trustworthy when declaring profile values.
nj · profile =


nj · b
Mmax − nj · m
1
w1
+ w2
Emax (Gi )
Mmax
5

nj · BW
nj · NC
+ w3
+ w4 nj · ut + w5
BWmax (Gi )
|Ni |
(1)

4.5.

Fail-safe SP election

In a typical scenario, a SP would trigger the Leave procedure to
signal that it could no longer serve as leader of the group. This
would trigger a sequence of events, as previously highlighted,
to elect a new SP. It is unavoidable to consider the case where
a SP would fail to serve as a leader, and not get the chance
to trigger the Leave procedure. This is typical in cases of
intermittent/permanent failures. To be clear, this case does
not include degradation in profile score; that is handled in
Section 4.3.
Capturing a scenario where a SP had abruptly failed is nontrivial. Since we have emphasized the design of a decentralized
approach to SP selection, there is little information for ordinary
peers to decide if the SP had failed, or lags in response. We
also note that adopting fail-safe schemes almost always incurs
additional control overhead. Thus, we present a fail-safe SP
election algorithm to augment the operation of RobP2P, to be
implemented in applications that require a fine-tuned resilience
measure. The procedures are detailed in Algorithm 6. The idea
is enlisting an ordered list of ordinary peers β that are close
contenders to the profile score of the SP, to keep an eye on it.
If they detect the SP is no longer responsive, and have not been
triggered through a graceful degradation (Sleep) procedure.
These nodes will take over in initiating a fail-safe choose leader
process again.
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(i) Accessibility—SPs must be accessible with minimal
cost(delay) by all ordinary peers. Peers with multihoming capability (i.e. run multiple network interfaces)
must have preferences in SP selection, as they can
employ their different interfaces to communicate with
a wide range of other devices [28].
(ii) Resourcefulness—SPs must possess sufficient
resources to handle the group communications and
resolve queries with reasonable delay.
(iii) Distribution—SPs must be selected so that every node
in the P2P network has at least one reachable SP and
each SP must serve a reasonable number of ordinary
nodes according its current capacity.
(iv) Mobility—peers with low mobility profiles must
be given higher preferences to avoid frequent SP
selections.
(v) Context-awareness—SPs should be capable of detecting their status and re-select new SPs or delegate their
responsibilities to the next best candidate node if they
expect service disruption or experience degradation in
their performance.

The SP selection procedure is shown in Algorithm 2. When
establishing connectivity in a group, we assume symmetric
communication between all nodes (however, no mandate for
direct 1-1 messaging to hold the diversity constraint). We
assume that BW is aggregated bandwidth over all interfaces of
a node. This gives preferences to nodes with multiple interfaces
in SP selection.

A P2P Architecture for Mobile Environments

Initially, all nodes will compute their profile scores, assign
themselves as temporary SPs and broadcast their computed
utility scores. A timer will be triggered, during which each node
would wait to hear back from all other nodes in Gi . The duration
of this timer is application/scenario sensitive, and is a tunable
parameter that is an input to the leader election Algorithm 7.
For every message received during the wait period, each node
will decide if the received utility score is higher than the current
best (initially its own) score, and accordingly update the current
leader. If not, it will check if the received score is within % of the
top utility score seen so far, and insert that node in order in β. The
set of supporting ordinary peers β will be populated as nodes

communicate. As the algorithm terminates (due to timeout), it
would have populated β and elected the best SP.
The elected SP would broadcast its selection at the end of
this period. To ensure that multiple SPs are not chosen, in
case for example there was a tie in utility scores, a wait period
(0.10 * initial countdown timer duration) would be granted for
contention requests. That is, if a node believes it was elected as
SP, yet received that announcement from another node, it would
broadcast a contention message with a random value in [0, 1]
to break this tie. The node with the highest random value would
be recorded as the SP between all nodes in Gi . Then, the SP
would unicast to each of its delegates in β a number, indicating
its order in the list.
Algorithm 7 Check-leader(Li ).
Input: oi : Order in list of delegates in Gi ,
Oi : Size of list of delegates,
CF: Check_f requency
Output: null
k←0
wait_increment = check_f requency × oi
while current_leader = Li do
Wait(wait_increment + Oi × k)
Unicast(Li , “checking_on_U ”)
Wait(timeout)
if !msg_rcvd(“alive”) then
Broadcast(“choose_leader”)
end
k ←k+1
end

It is important for the delegates assigned by the SP to check
its survival in a consistent and predictable fashion. Each node
in βi will be assigned an interval to check the survival of the SP.
Algorithm 7 details the procedure followed by each node in βi .
The idea is instilling a schedule of survival checks that alternates
between the delegates. Each delegate will wait for its turn
(incremental over all nodes in βi ) and unicast a checking-on-U
message to the SP. This message has an empty payload, with a
static type. If the SP responds with the m-alive acknowledgment,
again an empty payload message, then all goes well (as far as
this delegate is concerned at this round). Otherwise, a failure is
detected and all nodes in Gi would receive a request to initiate
the Join process highlighted in Algorithm 6.
Although a lack of response might be attributed to a lag
in response (i.e. the SP did not fail, but slowed down), we
still classify this as failure. That is, the SP initially broadcasts
the Check frequency which is correlated with its Accessibility
metric. That is, if it claims it is highly accessible (hence won the
election) then this should be manifested in the check frequency
tolerated. If it then fails to respond (acknowledge survival)
within the time-window dedicated for checking, then it has
failed in its SP duties.
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Algorithm 6 Fail-safe choose_leader (Gi ).
Input: τi : Countdown window for Gi ,
: % of the score to make cutoff as delegate ∈ [10, 50]
Output: Li : SP of Gi
βi ← φ
nj .prof ile ← compute_prof ile//profile score (1)
Li ← nj //i.e. the ID
Li .prof ile ← nj .prof ile
Broadcast (nj , nj .prof ile)
timer ← τi
while !timer&&msg_rcvd(nj .prof ile) do
if self.prof ile > Li .prof ile then
βi ← βi ∪ Li
Li ← self
Li .prof ile ← self.prof ile
end
else if self.prof ile × +100
> Li .prof ile then
100
βi ← βi ∪ self
end
// I am the SP
if Li == nj then
Broadcast(Li , “leader”)
Wait(τ × 0.01)
if msg_rcvd(“leader”) then
α ← random(0, 1)
Broadcast(nj , “contending”)
while msg_rcvd(“contending”) do
if self.α > Li .α then
// i.e. the other node won
Li ← self
end
end
end
end
if Li == nj then
foreach nj ∈ βi do
Unicast(self.order, |βi |)
end
end
end
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Lastly, it is important to note that different nodes will manifest
different roles in the operation of RobP2P. An overview of
these states is presented in a deterministic finite state machine
(FSM) in Fig. 3. In general, a node will typically transition over
different roles at different phases in the operation of RobP2P.
Initially, all nodes in a given region will start the Join process,
after computing their profile score, and initiating a contention
for the designated SP role. After each nodes settles in a given
state depending on its profile score, regular operation mandates
that delegates constantly monitor the survivability of the SP, and
trigger maintenance schemes (re-initiating the Join phase) when
it abruptly fails. Nodes joining the network post the initial Join
process will contend to take on a SP role, or join as an ordinary
peer as depicted in Fig. 3. The saturating/final state for any node
would be its failure, should it not be able to gracefully degrade
in operation.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We conducted several experiments to evaluate the performance
of RobP2P, focusing on its distinguishing features. We limit
the scope of our evaluation setup to investigate the following
aspects: (1) the overhead of SP selection, (2) how RobP2P
maintains a stable state while reducing the number of
unnecessary SP selection, which will test the quality of our score
function, (3) how RobP2P handles the churn of mobile networks
(i.e. frequent join and leave of nodes), while maintaining the
system reliability. Toward these objectives, we measure the
overall network traffic versus the mobility of nodes and churn
rate.
We also conducted specific experiments to investigate the
query failure rate and the associated overall generated network
traffic. The failure rate is defined as the number of unsuccessful

TABLE 1. Summary of the experimental parameters.
Parameter

Value

Number of peers
Communication range
Topology area
Time to live (TTL)
Experiment time
Node energy
Mobility (m/s)

200
100 m
1 km × 1 km
10(sec)
100 TTL
Random 100–2500 J
Random 0–2.5

queries to the total number of submitted queries. We compare the
performance of RobP2P with the milestone results presented by
Kim et al. [11], since their approach is superior to the established
MOB scheme [13], which in turn outperforms Greedy and MIS
approaches [29].
The performance evaluation is performed using the network
simulator NS3 [30]. The topology area is set to 1 km × 1 km,
while the communication range of each peer is set to 100 m.
The total number of the peers is 200, in our setup we assume
symmetric communication between all nodes. Each node sends
a hello message every 50 s. The mobility pattern of nodes is
set to the random way point mobility model. Peers move with
a speed between 1 and 2.5 m/s with a pause duration between
0 and 20 s. We have defined five categories of energy levels
from 100 to 2500 J, where each peer starts the simulation with a
random remaining battery life and changes over time. Each peer
has random periods where it is disconnected from the network.
While disconnected, the peer does not receive or transmit any
packets. A random failure pattern is set for each individual
peer. All parameters in the utility function that calculate the
peer profile are assigned equal importance (i.e. w = 0.2).
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FIGURE 3. A deterministic FSM of the operational states and transitions of nodes in RobP2P.
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FIGURE 6. Query failure versus node mobility.

FIGURE 5. Total network traffic versus join/leave rate.

FIGURE 7. Total network traffic versus node mobility.

Table 1 summaries the experimental parameters we used in our
simulation.
Figure 4 reveals that the query failure rate is much lower in
our system, which reflects the system reliability and stability.
This improvement is attributed to our SP utility function and
the role changing scheme, both of which contribute the most to
our system stability through efficient selection of SPs. However,
this stability comes at the expense of generating limited extra
traffic, as Fig. 5 shows; where newly joining peers exchange
messages to check whether they are more capable to assume
SP functionalities or not. Although this little extra traffic is
negligible compared with other approaches, the performance
benefits to the system reliability are remarkable. We also note
that RobP2P outperforms [11] due to the survivability of peerexchanged data. Evidently, its effect is manifested when the
system experiences low join/leave rates. However, as this rate
increases the overhead imposed by RobP2P outweighs the
advantage of survivability in exchanged data.
Figure 6 shows that RobP2P is less-prone to query failure in
mobile environments, where most of the nodes are always on the
move. The result proves that our SP selection is efficient, giving
preference to peers with lower a mobility profile and higher
connectivity factor. Taking into account the ability of SPs to

communicate over multiple interfaces significantly reduces the
query failure rate, since SPs and ordinary peers are reached
through different wireless technologies. Figure 7 shows that
RobP2P accommodates peer mobility while maintaining the
network state, with lower cost than other architectures.
Figure 8 illustrates the impact of changing the TTL on the
query failure rate. The longer the TTL is the more query failures
occur. However, RobP2P outperforms Kim’s approach [11].
There are two reasons that explain this observation. First, our
SP selection function takes into account the various factors that
accommodate the inherent dynamics of P2P mobile networks,
which by itself makes the SP selection efficient. Secondly,
the role changing scheme, that we introduced to handle the
network churn and the dynamic change in the node context,
enables peers to request changing their role regardless of the
TTL. This reduces the number of unnecessary invocations to
the SP selection algorithm, while maintaining an overall high
reliability. On the other hand, Fig. 9 shows that a significant
reduction of the network maintenance traffic occurs as a natural
result of extending the TTL period. However, RobP2P is capable
of maintaining a stable network state, while others fail when
the TTL period becomes longer. The results depicted in Fig. 9
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FIGURE 4. Query failure versus join/leave rate.
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FIGURE 10. Contrasting the impact of peers joining/leaving
network, on the time spent without a leader.

FIGURE 9. Total network traffic versus TTL periods.

FIGURE 11. Impact of leader mobility on maintaining a leader.

demonstrate the edge of RobP2P in reducing the frequency of
updates, since it depends on an aggregation of profiling factors
that result in a more stable topology. However, at short TTL
rates the overhead of accounting for granular profiling renders
the solution by [11] more efficient under this case.
We carried out several experiments to quantify the impact of
the fail-safe leader election mechanism, detailed inAlgorithms 6
and 7, on the resilience of RobP2P when handling high
failure rates. Our primary concern is the impact of failures of
current leaders in carrying their task, under different failure
domains. For this purpose, we run simulations to evaluate
the performance of the fail-safe mechanism under varying
join/leave rates. Figure 10 demonstrates the resilience of the
fail-safe mechanism in handling frequent changes in leader
selection, due to intermittent or permanent failures of peers.
Evidently, increasing join/leave rates impact the time taken to
choose a new leader, however, the robustness of the fail-safe
scheme is demonstrated in its ability to elect a leader quicker,
especially due to the frequent timer operation and the interplay
of leader selection and checking carried out when new peers
join a neighborhood.

FIGURE 12. Varying the TTL index for peers and its impact on leadervoid under both leader election schemes.

An important factor to consider, especially as we advocate
for mobility in peers, is the resilience of RobP2P with the failsafe scheme in handling peer mobility, and maintaining leader
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FIGURE 8. Query failure versus varying TTL periods.
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CONCLUSION

This paper presents RobP2P, a robust mobile P2P architecture
that enables efficient resource sharing. In a domain where
frequent topology changes and high-sensitivity to mobility
dictate resilient schemes, we present RobP2P as a dynamic
architecture that caters for the heterogeneity and volatility of
mobile resources. At its core, it introduces an aggregate score
function that determines whether a peer is a candidate to assume
SP responsibility. This score function takes into account both
the mobile node constraints and mobile network dynamicity.
RobP2P also introduces a scheme that enables peers to call for
changing their role based on a significant change in their current
profile. This scheme renders the mobile P2P network topology,
constructed with RobP2P, more stable. It also significantly
reduces the network maintenance overhead while maintaining
a high level of reliability. Simulation results show that RobP2P
outperforms other P2P architectures. In addition, we introduced
the fail-safe scheme that improves the resilience of RobP2P and
makes it more capable of handling intermittent and permanent
failures, leaves and joins in the network. While it introduces
more overhead in checking for existence of leader and stringent
timers schemes, it compensates with improved resilience.
In future, we plan to utilize Principal Component Analysis
techniques to estimate the parameters with significant impact
on the score function to reduce the transmission overhead
of less significant parameters. More importantly, models that
incorporate a dynamic and resilient score function would be
investigated; shifting from an aggregation scheme to a nonlinear assignment of scores to different preferential variables
that each heterogeneous node would possess. Lastly, a core
principal in RobP2P is the exchange of profile information,
such that nodes can assign themselves higher profile scores
potentiating their election as leaders. The intrinsic assumption

has been the honest and collusion free calibration and
exchange of this information. However, a future direction
would encompass security measures that ensure such scores are
governed and checked for consistency, fairness and resilience to
malignant efforts in tampering with system stability and loadbalancing.
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